ENOMATIC ROSE & WHITES
EXPRESS WINEMAKERS ROSE, AUSTRALIA
Bursting with berries, the sweetness eventually gives way to a savoury herbaceousness that finally pulls
up to an almost salty platform. Balanced, complex and thoroughly enjoyable.
MEGYER HARSLEVELU SELECTION, HUNGARY
Elegant, full bodied wine with great complexity. This well drinkable selection creates outstanding
harmony and shows clearly the characteristic of Megyer vineyard next to Sárospatak.
THE FLOWER AND THE BEE TREIXADURA, SPAIN
This is a lovely full-flavoured white wine, with powerful flavours of herbs, pears and white peach. Real
presence, but not at all heavy. Just lovely fruit intensity, and amazing freshness.
PIQUENTUM MALVASIJA, CROATIA
This is a harmonious wine adorned with a soft and smooth texture, quince aroma, and floral
components. There is a slight hint of sweet spices and aromatic Mediterranean herbs such as sage..
VIANO HILLSIDE WHITE, CALIFORNIA
A blend of Chenin Blanc, Muscat and Colombard from Viano's old vineyards (some dating back to
1888). Uplifting floral aromas; flavours of pears and red apples; barest hint of sweetness; succulent
and satisfying.
ALVARO CASTRO DAO BRANCO, PORTUGAL
A bright, fresh and friendly Portuguese white made from indigenous varieties such as Encruzado,
Cercial-Branco and Bical. With zesty citrus and a lovely mineral finish, this wine offers fantastic value
for money.
WILD AIR SAUVIGNON BLANC, SOUTH AFRICA
Made from older vines, it's a wine made as naturally as possible with spontaneous yeasts and was
largely fermented in large old oak barrels which lends a beautiful rounded texture to compliment the
vibrant citrus and tropical Sauvignon Blanc notes.
ARNDORFER RIESLING, STRASSER WEINBERGER, AUSTRIA
Martin & Anna want to show the character of their village Strass – rich and deep aromas with a lot of
complexity next to the elegance and cold dimension of the Kamptal climate.

ENOMATIC REDS
PINK MOUSTACHE BIODYNAMIC SYRAH/CINSAULT, SOUTH AFRICA
Due to short skin ferments, this wine is very light red in colour. The vibrant taste profile of Cinsaut is
complemented by the lovely structure of the Syrah. The result, an almost flirty red blend that is just
buzzing with flavour!
KORONA KADARKA, HUNGARY
Wisps of smoke and spice and, perhaps, the merest whiff of chocolate. The palate has a fine balance
between freshness and smoothness of texture, through which comes a fresh uplift of fresh minerality.
MONTES TOSCANINI CRIADO EN ROBLE, URUGUAY
Almost port like in aroma and palate, this wine is bursting with charred woody notes, cedar, clove-like
spice and juicy raisin and date fruit. An extra sharpness of tart blackberry jam rounds off this stunning
Tannat blend.
CLOS HENRI PETIT CLOS PINOT NOIR, NEW ZEALAND
Floral notes of lavender and dried rose petal show on the bouquet followed by berry fruits and savoury
aromas. The wine has good balance of freshness and richness with supple tannins, flavours of tangy
cherry and a lightly wooded finish.
FERRATON CROZES HERMITAGE LA MATINIERE, FRANCE
Classic old world Syrah notes of dark cherry, plum and mulberry with a hint of crushed peppercorn.
The palate is intense with bags of dark intense fruit, subtle oak spice and velvety tannins.
BULLET DODGER MONTEPULCIANO, AUSTRALIA
Small single vineyard Montepulciano that you normally associate with the middle Italy in an Aussie
incarnation. The result is a boom of everything Mediterranean. Plums laced with herbs, some coffee,
and some fig with lots of juicy tannins. Plush in the mouth with a red cherry lift on the finish.
BOSSI FEDRIGOTTI MAS’EST MARZEMINO/TEROLDEGO, ITALY
Masi uses a brief application of its speciality Appassimento technique where the grapes are partially
dried to concentrate the flavours and enhance the characteristics of the indigenous Trentino grape
varieties involved: Marzemino and Teroldego. Violets, red berry fruit and a hint of liquorice.
MARIETTA ARME #3 BLEND, USA
Elegant black cherry and blackcurrant fruit as well as tobacco leaf, cedar wood, liquorice and earth.
It’s medium to full-bodied, lush and succulent, which is their objective, but loaded with flavour and
personality.

